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Racing Chassis And Suspension Design
"Is titanium for you? Can better brakes reduce lap times significantly? How do
you choose the rights nuts and bolts? Which is more important, cornering or
straight-line speed? Why did it break again? Engineer to Win not only answers
these and many other questions, it gives you the reasons why."--Back cover
A comprehensive guide on how to tune, test, and win in any form of racing.
Includes technical information on all areas of race car engineering, including
suspension and chassis, springs, brakes, aerodynamics, engine systems, safety,
driving, testing, computers in racing, and a special section on race cars of the
future.
The 53 technical papers in this book show the improvements and design
techniques that researchers have applied to performance and racing engines.
They provide an insight into what the engineers consider to be the top
improvements needed to advance engine technology, and cover subjects such
as: Variable valve control New racing engines Combustion evaluation Direct
injection Valve spring advancements Turbochanging. Design of Racing and HighPerformance Engines is an update to an earlier version edited by Joseph
Harralson (Design of Racing an High-Performance Engines, 1995, PT-53,
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published by SAE), and picks up where Harralson's book leaves off, examining
the progression of technology in racing and high performance engines from 1998
through early 2003.
In How to Build Hot Rod Chassis, highly regarded hot rodding author Jeff Tann
covers everything enthusiasts need to know about designing and building their
new chassis and suspension system. It thoroughly explores both factory and
aftermarket frames, modified factory solid-axle suspensions, and aftermarket
independent front and rear suspension setups. No matter what design a reader
may be considering for his own car, How to Build Hot Rod Chassis delivers a
wealth of information on the pros and cons of all systems available.
Design of Racing and High Performance Engines presents the basic principles
involved in the design of high performance engines. Editor Joseph Harralson first
compiled this collection of papers for an internal combustion engine design
course he teaches at the California State University of Sacramento.
This textbook is appropriate for senior undergraduate and first year graduate
students in mechanical and automotive engineering. The contents in this book
are presented at a theoretical-practical level. It explains vehicle dynamics
concepts in detail, concentrating on their practical use. Related theorems and
formal proofs are provided, as are real-life applications. Students, researchers
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and practicing engineers alike will appreciate the user-friendly presentation of a
wealth of topics, most notably steering, handling, ride, and related components.
This book also: Illustrates all key concepts with examples Includes exercises for
each chapter Covers front, rear, and four wheel steering systems, as well as the
advantages and disadvantages of different steering schemes Includes an
emphasis on design throughout the text, which provides a practical, hands-on
approach
A guide to setting up your car for maximum handling performance on the street or
strip. This instructional handbook shows readers how to set up their street
machine chassis for high performance street or amateur drag strip racing. Not
only are chassis and suspension the most popular types of modification, but their
technology is constantly evolving. It offers the latest techniques for maximizing
car performance on streets and strips. This definitive guide includes in-depth
sections on chassis fabrication, rear axle selection and setup, rear and front
suspension, shocks and springs, brakes, steering, and wheels and tires.
Automotive technology.
Revealing suspension geometry design methods in unique detail, John Dixon shows
how suspension properties such as bump steer, roll steer, bump camber, compliance
steer and roll centres are analysed and controlled by the professional engineer. He
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emphasizes the physical understanding of suspension parameters in three dimensions
and methods of their calculation, using examples, programs and discussion of
computational problems. The analytical and design approach taken is a combination of
qualitative explanation, for physical understanding, with algebraic analysis of linear and
non-linear coefficients, and detailed discussion of computer simulations and related
programming methods. Includes a detailed and comprehensive history of suspension
and steering system design, fully illustrated with a wealth of diagrams Explains
suspension characteristics and suspension geometry coefficients, providing a unique
and in-depth understanding of suspension design not found elsewhere. Describes how
to obtain desired coefficients and the limitations of particular suspension types, with
essential information for suspension designers, chassis technicians and anyone else
with an interest in suspension characteristics and vehicle dynamics. Discusses the use
of computers in suspension geometry analysis, with programming techniques and
examples of suspension solution, including advanced discussion of three-dimensional
computational geometry applied to suspension design. Explains in detail the direct and
iterative solutions of suspension geometry.
This comprehensive overview of chassis technology presents an up-to-date picture for
vehicle construction and design engineers in education and industry. The book acts as
an introduction to the engineering design of the automobile's fundamental mechanical
systems. Clear text and first class diagrams are used to relate basic engineering
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principles to the particular requirements of the chassis. In addition, the 2nd edition of
'The Automotive Chassis' has a new author team and has been completely updated to
include new technology in total vehicle and suspension design, including platform
concept and four-wheel drive technology.
Updated with nearly 60 percent new material on the latest racing technology, this book
details how to design, build, and setup the chassis and suspension for road race and
stock cars. Includes chassis dynamics, spring and shock theory, front and rear
suspension geometry, real world racing aerodynamics, steering systems, racing
chassis software and all you need to know to set you chassis up to win races.
Based on the principles of engineering science, physics and mathematics, but
assuming only an elementary understanding of these, Race Car Design masterfully
explains the theory and practice of the subject. Bringing together key topics, including
the chassis frame, tyres, suspension, steering and brakes, this is the first text to cover
all the essential elements of race car design in one student-friendly textbook. Race Car
Design: - Features a wealth of illustrations, including a full-colour plate section Demonstrates the important role of computer tools - Uses dozens of clear examples
and calculations to illustrate both theory and practical applications - Is written by an
experienced author, known for his engaging and accessible style This book is an ideal
accompaniment for motorsport engineering students and is the best possible resource
for those involved in Formula Student/FSAE. It is also a valuable guide for practising
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car designers and enthusiasts.
The seven original SAE papers from the 1960s contained in this book provide a
wonderful insight into the development of the original Ford GT, during what many
consider to be the technically most interesting period of sports car racing. These papers
explain how Ford engineers managed to meet numerous modern-day requirements
while staying true to the spirit of the original.
Don't just make it fast-make it state-of-the-art. Comprehensive and fully illustrated, this
technical guide covers all aspects of setup and design for dirt track racing.
Maurice Olley, one of the great automotive design, research and development
engineers of the 20th century, had a career that spanned two continents. Olley is
perhaps best known for his systematic approach to ride and handling. His work was so
comprehensive that many of the underlying concepts, test procedures, analysis, and
evaluation techniques are still used in the auto industry today. Olley’s mathematical
analyses cover design essentials in a physically understandable way. Thus they remain
as useful today as when they were first developed. For example, they are easily
programmed for study or routine use and for checking the results of more complex
programs. Chassis Design – Principles and Analysis is based on Olley’s technical
writings, and is the first complete presentation of his life’s work. This new book
provides insight into the development of chassis technology and its practical application
by a master. Many examples are worked out in the text and the analytical
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developments are underpinned by Olley’s years of design experience. COMPLETE
CONTENTS Maurice Olley – his life and times Tyres and steady–state cornering – slip
angle effects (primary) Steady–state cornering– steer effects (secondary) Transient
cornering Ride Oscillations of the unsprung Suspension linkages Roll, roll moments,
and skew rates Fore–and–aft forces Leaf springs – combined suspension spring and
linkage Appendices Comprehensive and well–illustrated with over 400 figures and
tables, as well as numerous appendices.
Dialogue between one of the world's most experienced racing car designers and a
technical author-graduate engineer on the theory and technique of racing car design
and development. Contents include: The anatomy of a racing car designer; biography
of Len Terry; description of nearly 30 Terry designs from clubman's sports car to
Indianapolis winner; a blank sheet of paper; handling characteristics; the theoretical
aspects; oversteer and understeer; practical implications; structural considerations;
space-frames and monocoques; the cockpit area; the structural engine; progress and
legislation; suspension; changing needs and layouts; the torsion bar; self-levelling
systems; anti-dive and anti-squat; progressive-rate springing; stiffness/weight ratio;
brakes, wheels and tires; influence of smaller wheels; twin-disc brake systems;
attention to details; low-profile tire phenomena; aerodynamics; wings and things; intake
ram effect; ground effect vehicles; the cooling system; radiator location; cooling the oil;
safety and comfort; primary and secondary safety; driver comfort; materials;
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components-ball joints, batteries, brakes, clutches, dampers, drive-shafts, electrics,
flexible bearings, flexible fuel cells, gearshift linkages, instruments, non-return valves,
non-spill fuel fillers, oil and fuel pipes, Perspex mouldings, radiators, springs and
steering gear; design versus development; the competition-nine other racing car
designers discussed; future developments.
Racing Chassis and Suspension DesignSAE InternationalRacing Chassis and
Suspension DesignRacing and Sports Car Chassis DesignB. T. Batsford
LimitedChassis EngineeringChassis Design, Building & Tuning for High Performance
CarsPenguin
The design and development of competition car suspension systems is a vital
ingredient for winning performance. In this updated title, an acknowledged expert on the
subject explains in layperson's terms the theory and practice of successful suspension
engineering. Recent rules changes and technological developments are incorporated
into the new text, which is fully illustrated with specially prepared diagrams and closeup views of suspenson components. Appendices include information on spherical joints
and supporting math. Also includes a glossary of terms.
This set includes Race Car Vehicle Dynamics, and Race Car Vehicle Dynamics Problems, Answers and Experiments. Written for the engineer as well as the race car
enthusiast, Race Car Vehicle Dynamics includes much information that is not available
in any other vehicle dynamics text. Truly comprehensive in its coverage of the
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fundamental concepts of vehicle dynamics and their application in a racing
environment, this book has become the definitive reference on this topic. Although the
primary focus is on the race car, the engineering fundamentals detailed are also
applicable to passenger car design and engineering. Authors Bill and Doug Milliken
have developed many of the original vehicle dynamics theories and principles covered
in this book, including the Moment Method, "g-g" Diagram, pair analysis, lap time
simulation, and tyre data normalization. The book also includes contributions from other
experts in the field. Chapters cover: *The Problem Imposed by Racing *Tire Behavior
*Aerodynamic Fundamentals *Vehicle Axis Systems and more. Written for the engineer
as well as the race car enthusiast and students, the companion workbook to the original
classic book, Race Car Vehicle Dynamics, includes: *Detailed worked solutions to all of
the problems *Problems for every chapter in Race Car Vehicle Dynamics, including
many new problems *The Race Car Vehicle Dynamics Program Suite (for Windows)
with accompanying exercises *Experiments to try with your own vehicle *Educational
appendix with additional references and course outlines *Over 90 figures and graphs
This workbook is widely used as a college textbook and has been an SAE International
best seller since it's introduction in 1995.
To make your car handle, design a suspension system, or just learn about chassis,
you’ll find what you need here. Basic suspension theory is thoroughly covered: roll
center, roll axis, camber change, bump steer, anti-dive, ride rate, ride balance and
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more. How to choose, install and modify suspensions and suspension hardware for
best handling: springs, sway bars, shock absorbers, bushings, tired and wheels.
Regardless of the basic layout of your car—front engine/rear drive, front engine/front
drive, or rear engine/rear drive—it is covered here. Aerodynamic hardware and body
modifications for reduced drag, high-speed stability and increased cornering power:
spoilers, air dams, wings and ground-effects devices. How to modify and set up brakes
for maximum stopping power and handling. The most complete source of handling
information available. “Suspension secrets” explained in plain, understandable
language so you can be the expert.
Now you can have the chassis and suspension technology that is winning races right
now. The information in this book is currently being used by top teams in Touring Late
Models, All Modified Divisions, Stock Clip Late Models, Mini Cars, Road Racing Sedans
and all other types of stock cars to setup their cars for asphalt and dirt track racing.
Stock Car Setup Secrets takes the "guesswork" out of chassis setup. Chassis expert
Bob Bolles, offers detailed information on all aspects of racing chassis engineering.
Book jacket.

This invaluable handbook on the structural design and science behind the race
car chassis includes sections on materials and structures, structural loads, a brief
overview of suspension and chassis design, multi-tube and space frame chassis,
joining ferrous metals, stressed skin construction, and joining light alloys.
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DIVTurn your daily driver, weekend fun ride, or track car into a corner-carving
performance machine. From planning a course of modifications to installing parts
to tuning handling characteristics, High-Performance Handling for Street or Track
will have you cranking out high-g cornering forces on your favorite twisty course.
Topics covered in High-Performance Handling for Street or Track include:• An
overview of vehicle dynamics• How to tune handling for differing applications•
Guidance for selecting aftermarket components, including anti-roll bars, springs,
shocks, bushings, chassis braces, camber adjusters, wheels, and brakes• Tire
and wheel selection advice• Case-study projects Whether you’re building a highperformance street car, an autocrosser, or a track-day machine, HighPerformance Handling for Street or Track will help you create an integrated
suspension system and tune it for maximum performance./div
A thorough study of the principles and main types of chassis design and the
considerations involved in its construction
Circle Track & Racing Technologymagazine, the leader in presenting state-of-theart technical information for the auto racing community, now offers a chassis and
suspension guide featuring some of the best dirt track racing technical articles
ever produced. Inside you'll find important topics critical to racing success such
as shock and spring tuning, four-link tech, handling fixes, chassis fabrication and
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setup, tire grooving and much more. It contains valuable information about how
to design, build, set up and race your dirt car, helping you get the most success
from your racing ventures. Some of the most knowledgeable writers in the racing
industry have contributed to the pages of Circle Trackover the years and this
book puts that information at your fingertips. It will be a valuable addition to your
racing technical library.
The all-color practical Build Your Own Sports Car provides all the information
needed to build a road-going two-seater, open-top sports car on a budget, using
standard tools, basic skills and low-cost materials. The down-to-earth text clearly
explains each step along the road to producing a well-engineered, highperformance sports car, providing a learning experience in engineering and
design - and opening up a whole new world of fun motoring. The Haynes
Roadster, which has fully independent rear suspension, has been designed with
the aid of CAD software to develop the chassis and suspension, resulting in a car
with performance and handling to challenge many established kit cars and
mainstream sports cars. The design is intended to make use of components
sourced primarily from a Ford Sierra donor, although alternative donors are
mentioned.
In most forms of racing, cornering speed is the key to winning. On the street,
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precise and predictable handling is the key to high performance driving.
However, the art and science of engineering a chassis can be difficult to
comprehend, let alone apply. Chassis Engineering explains the complex
principles of suspension geometry and chassis design in terms the novice can
easily understand and apply to any project. Hundreds of photos and illustrations
illustrate what it takes to design, build, and tune the ultimate chassis for
maximum cornering power on and off the track.
Covers the development and tuning of race car by clearly explaining the basic
principles of vehicle dynamics and relating these principles to the input and
control functions of the racing driver. An exceptional book written by a true
professional.
This textbook covers handling and performance of both road and race cars.
Mathematical models of vehicles are developed always paying attention to state
the relevant assumptions and to provide explanations for each step. This
innovative approach provides a deep, yet simple, analysis of the dynamics of
vehicles. The reader will soon achieve a clear understanding of the subject,
which will be of great help both in dealing with the challenges of designing and
testing new vehicles and in tackling new research topics. The book deals with
several relevant topics in vehicle dynamics that are not discussed elsewhere and
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this new edition includes thoroughly revised chapters, with new developments,
and many worked exercises. Praise for the previous edition: Great book! It has
changed drastically our approach on many topics. We are now using part of its
theory on a daily basis to constantly improve ride and handling performances. --Antonino Pizzuto, Head of Chassis Development Group at Hyundai Motor Europe
Technical Center Astonishingly good! Everything is described in a very
compelling and complete way. Some parts use a different approach than other
books. --- Andrea Quintarelli, Automotive Engineer
After building his first race cars out of southern Louisiana junkyards, Bob Riley
quickly established himself as a leading light, if not genius, when it came to race
car design. His first major suspension design helped Henry Ford II make good on
his vendetta to beat Enzo Ferrari at Le Mans. Riley's first radical Indy car designs
with its ingenious center hub mounted suspension resulted in A.J. Foyt's
landmark fourth victory at the Indianapolis 500 in 1977. Since then, Riley has
continued to be at the heart of the world of motorsports, working with its most
famous drivers at the biggest events, including the Daytona 500, where his
engineering helped Dale Earnhardt finally win NASCAR's marquee event.
Americans love the "genius" angle like everyone else. They love winners. Sports
stars are overtaking Hollywood these days in popularity. Racing readers are a
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small but predictable group and suspect the generation familiar with Bob's
exploits at Indy would be keen on a book like this. They're the same age group
pumping up the vintage magazine market and the collectible car market.
The design and evolution of the backbone of any race car -- its chassis -- is
covered here in thorough detail. While technical and of great value to racers and
race car builders, this book is also of value to racing enthusiasts who want to
better understand race car technology. Aird covers the evolution of chassis
designs and explains how each design is best-suited for a specific style of race
car and its internal center of gravity placement, load transfer, and weight
distribution.
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